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Abstract: River water-level prediction is crucial for mitigating flood damage caused by torrential rainfall.
In this paper, we attempt to predict river water levels using a deep learning model based on radar
rainfall data instead of data from upstream hydrological stations. A prediction model incorporating
a two-dimensional convolutional neural network (2D-CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM)
is constructed to exploit geographical and temporal features of radar rainfall data, and a transfer
learning method using a newly defined flow–distance matrix is presented. The results of our evaluation
of the Oyodo River basin in Japan show that the presented transfer learning model using radar rainfall
instead of upstream measurements has a good prediction accuracy in the case of torrential rain, with a
Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) value of 0.86 and a Kling–Gupta efficiency (KGE) of 0.83 for 6-h-ahead
forecast for the top-four peak water-level height cases, which is comparable to the conventional model
using upstream measurements (NSE = 0.84 and KGE = 0.83). It is also confirmed that the transfer
learning model maintains its performance even when the amount of training data for the prediction site
is reduced; values of NSE = 0.82 and KGE = 0.82 were achieved when reducing the training torrential-
rain-period data from 12 to 3 periods (with 105 periods of data from other rivers for transfer learning).
The results demonstrate that radar rainfall data and a few torrential rain measurements at the prediction
location potentially enable us to predict river water levels even if hydrological stations have not been
installed at the prediction location.

Keywords: water-level prediction; flood; transfer learning; CNN-LSTM; radar rainfall

1. Introduction

River water-level forecasting is important in predicting floods and mitigating disas-
ter losses. Numerous studies have been conducted to improve forecasting accuracy [1].
This issue has become even more important in recent years, as climate change has caused
more frequent torrential rains and increased flooding worldwide, especially in Asia [2,3].
For instance, Japan has many steep mountains and large river gradients, so torrential rains
can easily cause flooding. In fact, flood damage due to torrential rains has been increasing
recently, regardless of the size of the river [4]. While large rivers have hydrological stations
that can predict water levels several hours in advance and issue evacuation orders, it is
difficult to predict water levels on small and medium-size rivers. However, even for those
rivers without hydrological stations, water-level prediction is essential for early evacu-
ation [5,6]. The situation is similar in many small and medium-size rivers worldwide,
especially in Asia [7].

Traditionally, river water-level prediction has been conducted based on physical
models. Many contributions have been made in the literature to improve prediction
accuracy [1]. Since the popularization of classical lump models such as the tank model [8]
and the storage function (SF) model [9,10], several distributed models have been proposed.
Beven et al. [11] proposed TOPMODEL, which incorporates geographic effects to more
accurately simulate flow behavior. Sayama proposed the rainfall–runoff–inundation (RRI)
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model [12], a two-dimensional (2D) model that simultaneously analyzes rainfall, runoff,
and flood inundation. However, building a model for each river requires the fitting of
many parameters based on geographical and geological surveys.

Hydrological modeling using artificial neural networks (ANNs) has recently attracted
attention due to its high accuracy and availability [13]. Such data-driven prediction models
are valuable because they provide accurate predictions only if past hydrological obser-
vatories’ measurement data are available, without geographical and geological surveys.
Barzegar et al. [14] achieved accurate lake water-level forecasting by combining wavelet
transforms and neural networks incorporating a one-dimensional convolutional neural
network (1D-CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) structures. Deng et al. [15] inves-
tigated the performance achieved by combining a 1D-CNN and LSTM in forecasting daily
runoff with data from 24 rainfall stations in China. Yang et al. [16] predicted water quality
with the combination of a 1D-CNN and LSTM. However, these models are not capable
of handling 2D geographic data and are, therefore, limited in their abilities.

To utilize two-dimensional geographic information, Chen et al. [17] created a 2D
rainfall data matrix by Kriging interpolation from 50 rainfall station measurements col-
lected in Xi County, China, and performed a short-term flood prediction with 2D-CNN and
LSTM models. Li et al. [18] performed river flow prediction with a CNN-LSTM model and
compared its performance to that of the soil and water assessment tool (SWAT) [19]. Xie
et al. [20] proposed an ensemble learning model that combines 1D- and 2D-CNN models
for daily runoff prediction. Even more advanced deep learning models have been pro-
posed. Alizadeh et al. [21] and Wang et al. [22] introduced an attention mechanism [23]
for stream-flow and water-level prediction, respectively. Although the abovementioned
studies achieved high-accuracy hydrological prediction, they relied on data from meteoro-
logical or hydrological stations upstream of the prediction location. For many small and
medium-size rivers, measurements from such stations are unavailable, and the installation
of hydrologic stations is impossible due to significant costs. In practice, however, there have
been cases of flooding in small and medium-size rivers without hydrological stations [5].

Utilizing radar rainfall data is one of the most promising possibilities for predicting
water levels, even in the absence of upstream stations. Because radar rainfall is usually
provided as a 2D mesh, it is processed by 2D-CNNs. Several studies have used radar
rainfall data in hydrologic prediction models. Liu et al. [24] presented short-term water
level forecasts for Fuzhou City using a hydrologic model with rainfall data to show urban
flood risk. Baek et al. [25] predicted water level and water quality from radar rainfall
images in Korea using a deep learning model with CNN and LSTM structures. Li et al. [26]
proposed a rainfall-runoff model that predicts flows of the Elbe Rive in Germany from 2D
radar rainfall images and the measurements of one upstream hydrological station. How-
ever, no study has compared the prediction performance achieved using radar rainfall
data with that achieved using data from upstream hydrological stations, and it is not
yet known whether radar rainfall can replace upstream hydrological stations in terms of
prediction accuracy.

Another issue in flood forecasting in small and medium-size rivers is that floods and
other disasters are infrequent and often do not provide a sufficient amount of data for deep
learning. A promising technique for this problem is transfer learning [27], in which data
from different locations are applied to build a prediction model. Using transfer learning,
even if there are few inundation data at the forecast site, a river water-level prediction
model can be built using data from other rivers with similar characteristics.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study in the literature on river water-
level prediction using transfer learning, while transfer learning has been widely applied
to many areas of study [27,28]. Kimura et al. [29] built a 2D-CNN-based transfer learning
model to predict the water level of a river in Japan using water-level and rainfall data
obtained from stations in another river basin. Although this work proves the effectiveness
of transfer learning in water-level prediction, transferring between two basins in their
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method requires the data of two basins obtained from similar station locations. Moreover,
they do not utilize the radar rainfall data.

In this paper, a new transfer learning model is presented, which incorporates a
CNN and LSTM to predict water levels from radar rainfall images of several river basins
across Japan. By newly defining and introducing a flow–distance matrix (see Section 2.4),
the model allows for highly accurate transfer learning with a wide range of data from other
river basins. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• Using the proposed CNN-LSTM model (without transfer learning), it is shown that
water-level prediction using radar rainfall images is almost as accurate as using
measurements from upstream hydrological stations in a torrential rainfall scenario
in a relatively steep river in Japan.

• By introducing the flow–distance matrix into transfer learning and using radar rainfall
data from other river basins, we demonstrate that water levels can be predicted several
hours in advance with high accuracy.

• Through these two contributions, we show fundamental results indicating that water
level prediction would be feasible for medium and small rivers, for which historical
flood measurements at the prediction site are scarce.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the study area, the collected
dataset, and the methods implemented with the proposed neural network model for water-
level prediction. Section 3 shows the prediction results, which are discussed in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude the work in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview

In this study, transfer learning is applied to predict river water levels using radar
rainfall data with a deep learning model incorporating CNN and LSTM structures. As
mentioned earlier, this study aims to predict river water levels during heavy rainfall events
when there are no measurements from upstream stations. Transfer learning techniques
enable us to predict river water levels even when there are few inundation measurements
at the prediction point. If flooding due to significantly high water levels is predicted several
hours ahead, safe evacuation is possible.

The procedure of river water-level prediction with the required dataset is shown
in Figure 1. Two learning steps before prediction are required due to transfer learning.
First, the model is pre-trained with historical inundation water-level measurements and
the corresponding radar rainfall data of various rivers, where a newly defined flow–distance
matrix is also input to make transfer learning work properly. Next, the model is re-
trained with the data at the prediction location, i.e., the historical inundation water-level
measurements of the station at which water-level prediction will be conducted, as well
as the corresponding radar rainfall and the flow–distance matrix. Then, finally, river
water-level prediction for several hours ahead is executed with the learned model. Thanks
to transfer learning and the radar rainfall dataset, we can predict water levels without
upstream stations even if the amount of measurements at the prediction location is small.

The study area is the Oyodo River basin in Japan. The details of the basin and
the data are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. As key data to make transfer
learning work, the flow–distance matrix is newly defined and introduced as described
in Section 2.4. The model of pre-training and re-training is common, incorporating CNN
and LSTM structures. The structures of CNN and LSTM are described in Section 2.5, and
the proposed prediction procedure, including the model details, is described in Section 2.6.
More fundamental, practical, and comprehensive explanations of deep learning, CNNs,
LSTM, and transfer learning are available in numerous sources, e.g., Ref. [28].
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Figure 1. Overview of the prediction procedure.

2.2. Study Area

In this study, the river water levels at the Hiwatashi hydrological station (31.7870◦ N,
131.2392◦ E) located in the Oyodo River basin were predicted. Oyodo River is a river in
the Miyazaki prefecture, Japan, designated as a class A river. Class A rivers are relatively
large rivers managed by national organizations; there are 14,079 class A rivers belonging
to 109 class A river systems in Japan. The elevation of the basin ranges from 118 to 1350 m.
This area often experiences heavy rainfall due to typhoons. There are 5 water-level ob-
servatories and 12 rainfall observatories. The locations of these observatories are shown
in Figure 2. Because there are no artificial flow control facilities upstream of the prediction
location, this site is well suited for evaluating the accuracy of the predictions of natural
water behavior.

The locations of water-level measurements used for pre-training of the transfer learn-
ing model are shown in Figure 3. Because the water behavior of the pre-training sites
must be similar to that of the prediction sites, we extracted the water-level observatories
with similar trends to those of the Hiwatashi Point among the class A rivers in Japan.
Specifically, we first identified a 120-h-long period, from 72 h before to 48 h after the peak
water-level time, at Hiwatashi Point for the highest peak from 2006 to 2021 (referred to as A).
Next, we extracted the periods with higher water-level peaks than the designated water
level [30,31] from all the class A rivers in Japan from 2006 to 2021 (referred to as B). Then,
we calculated the correlation coefficients between A and Band extracted the periods in B for
which correlation coefficients were higher than 0.75, which is a balancing value that ensures
high correlation while preserving data volume. As a result, we obtained 105 periods in B
as the pre-training data from the 13 class A river systems shown in Figure 3.

3km

:Rainfall Observatories

:Water Level Observat

-ories

:River

Prediction Place

W E

S

N

Figure 2. Observatories in relation to the prediction site (from the Geospatial Information Authority
of Japan [32]).
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Pre-Training Place

Target Prediction Place

Figure 3. Location of observatories used for pre-training (from the Geospatial Information Authority
of Japan [32]).

2.3. Data Acquisition

We acquired hourly water-level and rainfall data from the Hydrology and Water
Quality Database website of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism
(MLIT), Japan [33]. We acquired radar rainfall data at 10-min intervals on approximately
1 km mesh (30 s latitude, 45 s longitude) from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) [34].
These data are sold by the Japan Meteorological Business Support Center (JMBSC) [35].
Additionally, we acquired flow direction data, which have an approximate 30 m mesh
(latitude 1 s, longitude 1 s), for the entire Japan domain from the website of the Japan
Flow Direction Map [36]. The flow–direction data are a matrix, and each cell represents
the direction of surface water flow. We call this the flow–direction matrix. Based on the flow–
direction matrix, we determined a 60 × 60 km square region to input data into the CNN
for each of the pre-training locations and the target location (Hiwatashi). Specifically,
the input of the CNN in our model is the radar rainfall data and the flow–distance matrix
of the 60 × 60 km region. The method used to create the flow–distance matrix is explained
in Section 2.4. The region of the target area, Hiwatashi, is shown in Figure 4. Note that
the radar rainfall data have about a 1 km mesh, while the flow–direction matrix is much
finer. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the granularity of the flow direction matrix
to correspond with the radar rainfall data, as explained in Section 2.4.

Figure 4. Area of radar rainfall data (from the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan [32]).
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2.4. Creating the Flow–Distance Matrix

To predict river water levels using transfer learning, we must overcome the differ-
ences among basins, such as flow directions and prediction locations, because the im-
pact of rainfall patterns on the water level at the prediction location is highly dependent
on the characteristics of basins. To this end, we defined and created a flow–distance matrix
that represents the distance from each to the prediction point of each basin used as the data
for pre-training. The flow–distance matrix was created from the flow direction map and in-
put into the CNN model, together with the radar rainfall data. By adding the flow–distance
matrix as input, the time delay required for the rainfall to reach the prediction points can
be determined, which directly connects the rainfall pattern to the water-level transition
at the prediction location and improves the accuracy of predictions.

The flow–distance matrix (data) was created from the acquired flow–direction data
with the following operations. The flow direction data are a matrix representing the ge-
ographic characteristics of the water flow direction at a granularity of 1-second latitude
and 1-second longitude. Each cell in the flow–direction matrix indicates one of the eight
directions in which the water flow travels, as shown in Figure 5a. First, the flow directions
are converted to the flow distances with the same granularity. We traced the flow direction
from each cell to the destination cell, i.e., the cell that includes the water-level prediction
location, and computed the distance from the source cell to the destination cell as the
number of cells traversed. Here, if the water flow from a cell does not reach the destination,
the value ’null’ is filled in as the distance for that cell. Figure 5b shows an example of this
operational step, illustrating the distance from each cell to the destination cell that includes
the prediction location in the upper center of the cell.

Next, these flow distances were modified to a distance matrix of coarser granular-
ity to match the granularity of the radar rainfall matrix, which has 30-second latitude
and 45-s longitude. This modification was accomplished by taking the average of the
45 × 30 cells of the finer-grained flow–distance matrix shown in Figure 5b. Each average
of the 45 × 30 finer-grained cells was put into each cell of the coarser-grained flow–distance
matrix, where the geographic boundaries of the matrix conform to the radar rainfall data.
If a cell of the coarse matrix includes the prediction location, the value of that cell is set
to zero. Figure 5c shows an example of the operation result, where one can see the flow–
distance matrix representing the distance from each coarse cell to the prediction location
in approximately 1 km mesh.
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Figure 5. Creating the flow–distance matrix from the surface flow–direction matrix.

2.5. Utilized Deep Learning Techniques
2.5.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) use the promising neural network structure
to process images [37,38]. A CNN consists of convolution and pooling layers and can learn
images without losing spatial features to recognize objects contained in the input images.
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The convolution layer applies a convolution operation to create feature maps smaller
than the original input image while retaining the feature information to cope with prediction
tasks. The convolution operation is a summation-product operation defined by an input
image and a filter, as shown in the following Equation (1).

uij =

W f −1

∑
p = 0

H f −1

∑
q = 0

xi+p,j+qhpq, (1)

where (i, j) is the index (i = 0, 1, . . . , W − 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , H − 1) of the image, xij is
the value of a pixel (i, j) in the image, (p, q) is the index (p = 0, 1, . . . , W f − 1, q = 0, 1, . . . ,
H f − 1) of the filter ( f ), hpq is the value of a pixel (p, q) in the filter ( f ), and uij is the value
of a pixel (i, j) in the output feature map. The convolutional layer creates the feature
map by the convolution operation shown in Equation (1) for all pixels (ui,j) of the output
image. The convolution layer usually applies multiple filters and outputs multiple feature
maps for each channel (c ∈ C, where C is the set of channels corresponding to the set
of applied filters).

The pooling layer is placed after the convolutional layer and performs pooling oper-
ations. The pooling layer has two roles [39–42]: One is to summarize the values within
a local region of the input, and the other is downsampling, which reduces the spatial
resolution of the input. In this study, the pooling layer extracts the maximum pixel value
within the filter region with the max pooling operation shown in the following Equation (2).

uijc = max
(p,q)∈Pij

zpqc, (2)

where Pij is the filter region for position (i, j), (p, q) is the index (p = 0, 1, ..., Wf − 1, q = 0, 1, ...,
H f − 1) within Pij, and zpqc represents the pixel values within Pij.

Figure 6 illustrates the operations in the CNN. Figure 6a shows the convolution opera-
tions expressed by Equation (1), where each pixel value (uij) is calculated according to the
filters and the source 2D image is converted to multiple feature maps that shrink according
to the filter size. Figure 6b shows the pooling operations. Similar to the convolution layer,
the pooling operation calculates each pixel (uijc) of the output feature maps for each channel
(c ∈ C) according to the specified pooling operation (shown by Equation (2) in the case
of max pooling).
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(a) Convoluation layer.
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(b) Pooling layer.

Figure 6. CNN operations.

2.5.2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

In deep learning, a feed-forward network that propagates signals in one direction
from the input layer to the output layer without recurrent connections from output to input
is called a multilayer perceptron (MLP). In contrast, a recurrent neural network (RNN) is
a structure that processes sequential data by considering the temporal information inherent
in the sequential data. By feeding the output of the hidden layer at time t − 1 as its own
input at time t, the RNN temporarily stores information acquired from past inputs and
reflects it in the final output, allowing it to consider time-series features.
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LSTM [43,44] is a well-established model that extends RNNs by replacing the hidden-
layer units of RNNs with memory units to allow for long-term memory. The LSTM memory
unit consists of three gates for information control (the input gate (it), forget gate ( ft), and
output gate (ot)) and a memory cell (Ct) that holds long-term information. Formally,
the structure of LSTM is described in the following equations.

it = σ(Wxixt + Whiht−1 + bi), (3)

ft = σ(Wx f xt + Wh f ht−1 + b f ), (4)

ot = σ(Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + bo), (5)

C̃t = tanh(Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc), (6)

Ct = ft ⊗ Ct−1 ⊕ it ⊗ C̃t, (7)

ht = ot ⊗ tanh(Ct), (8)

where xt is the input at time step t; ht is the output of the hidden layer; σ is the sigmoid
function; tanh is the tanh function; ⊕ is element-wise addition; ⊗ is element-wise multi-
plication; C̃t is the cell that controls the input gate; Wij is the weight, where i represents
the input type (h for the hidden layer and i for the input layer) and j represents the gate
type; and bj is the bias with gate type j.

The structure of the memory unit in LSTM is illustrated in Figure 7, where Equations (3)–(8)
are combined to memorize features. The input of the memory unit for time t comes
from the unit of the previous time step (t − 1), and Ct works to memorize information
in the long term, while ht memorizes information in the short term. The forget gate
( ft) adjusts the level of memory reduction of Ct, the input gate (it) adjusts the level at
which the information (C̃t) from the short-term memory is injected into the long-term
memory, and the output gate (ot) adjusts the short-term output level. The time-series
chain of the memory units selectively maintains the time-dependent feature over time
for high-accuracy prediction.
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Figure 7. LSTM structure.

2.5.3. Transfer Learning

Deep neural networks typically require large amounts of training data. However,
when predicting river water levels in anticipation of flooding, there are often few historical
flood data available. As a method that can learn with high accuracy even when the amount
of data is limited, transition learning is a promising technique [27,28]. Transfer learning
is a method that utilizes knowledge from a certain task to learn another similar task.
In particular, transfer learning is used for tasks that deal with images, such as image
classification, which requires a large amount of training data.
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Suppose there is a target task (T) and another task (T′) similar to it, where the amount
of training data (D) for T is limited, but the training data (D′) for T′ is abundant. Transfer
learning first learns a network for task T′ from D′ (pre-training) and subsequently learns
the same network from D for the target task (T) (re-training). Generally, even if the amount
of training data (D) is limited, if the tasks (T and T′) have a certain degree of similarity, we
would achieve high-accuracy prediction for task T from a rich data et D′.

This paper presents a new variant of transfer learning for river water-level prediction,
while variations of transfer learning have already been presented [27,28]. To apply transfer
learning to river water-level prediction, we must overcome the difference in the water-flow
characteristics among different basins. The most important factor in water-level prediction
in the case of torrential rain is the time that rainwater from each location takes to reach
the prediction location. However, precise estimation of water movement requires accurate
geographical and geological survey and analysis. Thus, in this paper, the flow–distance
matrix, which expresses the distance from each location to the prediction location along
the water-flow trajectory, is used to approximate the water travel time. As described
in Section 2.4, the flow–distance matrix is created from the flow–direction matrix, which
can be created from digital elevation models (DEMs) such as HydroSHEDS [45], which is
available to the public. By complementing the difference in characteristics among river
basins using the flow–distance matrix, this paper shows that transfer learning is applicable
to river water-level prediction.

2.6. River Water-Level Prediction Model
2.6.1. The Basic Structure Combined with a CNN and LSTM

In this study, river-water levels were predicted by a prediction model combined with
a CNN and LSTM. An overview of our model is shown in Figure 8. First, the radar rainfall
data and the flow–distance matrix are input to convolution and pooling layers to compress
the information. Next, the compressed information and the measurements (rainfall and
water-level values) from the upstream stations and forecast sites are input into the LSTM
layer. The outputs of the LSTM layer are input to the fully connected layer, which outputs
the water-level prediction value. Since the measurement interval at the water-level stations
is one hour, the time steps in the LSTM layer are at one-hour intervals. Therefore, the radar
rainfall data, which are at 10-min intervals, are grouped into hourly time series, and these
six channels are input at each time step of LSTM through CNN compression.As a result,
a total of seven channels (six channels of radar rainfall data and one channel of the flow–
distance matrix) are input to the convolution and pooling layers, and the CNN output
for each of the seven channels and the observatories’ measurements (rainfall and water
level values) are input to LSTM at each time step. Because the amount of data used in this
study is not large (as it is inundation data), we built a relatively simple prediction model
where all CNN, LSTM, and fully connected layers have a single layer.

In the diagram shown in Figure 8, each row represents one step of LSTM, correspond-
ing to one hour, and the arrows represent the flow of values. The CNN layer consists
of a convolution layer and a pooling layer, as shown on the left side of each row. The
LSTM layer is seen on the right side, into which values are injected from the CNN layer
and the observatories’ measurement data. In the final step of LSTM, values are input into
the fully connected layer, which outputs the water-level prediction values.

2.6.2. Our Transfer Learning Operations

Generally, the amount of inundation data is limited because flooding does not fre-
quently occur—usually, at most, a few times for a river in ten years in Japan. To achieve
high water-level prediction accuracy, we applied transfer learning using water-level mea-
surements from various rivers in Japan to complement the limitation in terms of the amount
of data at the prediction site. We collected a dataset of rivers with similar characteristics
to those of the target site and pre-trained a model with them. With the pre-trained model
parameters used as the initial values, we additionally trained the model with a limited
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dataset of the target site. This is a typical transfer learning operation that takes advantage
of both the pre-training data and the target-site data.
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Figure 8. Proposed model for river water-level prediction incorporating CNN and LSTM structures.

Specifically, the prediction model was pre-trained using the data of the similar-characteristic
rivers; the model structure is described in Section 2.6.1. The dataset used here was collected as de-
scribed in Section 2.2. After that, the model was re-trained using the water-level measurements
of the target river; the initial parameter values were the results of the pre-training. All parameters
of the neural networks were re-trained because the model is is simple, using a single CNN, LSTM,
and the fully connected layers. A small learning rate was applied for the re-training because
the purpose of re-training weights is the same as ’fine tuning’, which complementarily
improves the model’s performance. By using the flow–distance matrix, the differences
in flow directions and characteristics among different rivers can be considered.

Figure 9 illustrates the transfer learning process applied in this study. The upper part
(a) shows the pre-training process, where all parameters of the proposed CNN-LSTM-
based model are updated with the pre-training data. Next, in (b), the model is re-trained
with the data from the prediction site to, again, update all the parameters of the model,
using the weights of the pre-trained model as initial weights. This two-stage transfer
learning allows for more accurate prediction even when the amount of data available at the
prediction site is limited.

2.6.3. The Parameter Details

The detailed parameters and structural setup of our model are shown in Table 1. A total
of 2000 epochs were executed in the pre-training to ensure that the model was trained with
a sufficient amount of data . A small learning rate with the AdamW mechanism [46,47]
was used in the re-training to fine tune the weights. To prevent overfitting, the early
stopping technique [48] was adopted, where training is stopped if accuracy does not
improve in 50 epochs. The general stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method was used
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to learn networks, and also the general backpropagation technique was applied to calculate
the gradient of the loss function.
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Figure 9. The sequence of our transfer learning: (a) pre-training with other river data, (b) re-training
with the prediction river data.

The input to the CNN layer for each LSTM step is a 60 × 60 km region, as shown in
Figure 4. As already mentioned, it consists of seven channels: six radar rainfall channels
and one flow–distance channel. Therefore, the input to the CNN is a 60× 60× 7 tensor. The
CNN layer consists of a single convolutional layer, a pooling layer, and a dropout layer [49],
where a ReLU [50] is used as the activation function. The parameter values in the CNN
are shown in Table 2. The LSTM layer consists of a single layer, and the number of units
in the hidden layer is set to 100 or 500.

Table 1. Structure and parameters of the model.

Item Parameters

Optimizer Pre-training: Adam [51] (0.0001)
Re-training: AdamW (0.00001)

Epoch Pre-training: 2000
Re-training: Early stopping (50)

Error function MSE (Mean Squared Error)

Batch size Pre-trianing: 90
Re-training: 50

Language Python version 3.9.12

Library PyTorch version 1.12.1
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Table 2. Parameters of the CNN.

Parameter Value

Convoltutional Layer

Kernel size 3 × 3
Number of filters 7

Stride 2
Activation function ReLU

Pooling Layer Classification Maxpooling
Window size 2 × 2

Dropout Layer Pre-training 0.1
Re-training 0.9

3. Results
3.1. Dataset

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the target location for water-level prediction is the Hi-
watashi point of the Oyodo River in Japan. The water-level and rainfall data measured
at the Hiwatashi station from 2006 to 2021 were obtained, and 13 periods were extracted
such that the water-level peaks were higher than the designated water level (5.4 m) [30,31],
which is defined for each river observatory by the government. Note that the actual number
of such periods is 14, but we excluded 1 because radar rainfall data were missing values.
Each of the 13 periods is 120 h long, from 72 h before to 48 h after the peak time in water
level. The reason to use only high-peak periods as training data is to avoid the influence
of imbalanced data [52]; it is known that deep learning prediction results tend to be bi-
ased by characteristics with a large amount of data, and water-level measurement data are
mostly dominated in time by normal conditions with low water levels. To predict high-peak
water-level transitions, it is desirable to use high-peak period data. The prediction accuracy
was evaluated by leave-one-out cross-validation in which data from 12 periods were used
to train models to predict the water level for the remaining one period.

It was also previously mentioned that, as the pre-training data for transfer learning,
the water-level data of 105 periods of 13 hydrological stations were used, each including
120-h measurements at 1-h intervals. Here, the periods with missing values in their
corresponding radar rainfall data were also excluded.

3.2. Evaluation Methods

The objective of our evaluation is to compare the prediction performance with dif-
ferent data sources and prediction models. Specifically, one of our primary concerns is
the difference between results obtained with the upstream observatories’ measurement
data and those obtained with the radar rainfall data instead. Another concern is the perfor-
mance of transfer learning with the flow–distance matrix incorporating data from other
river basins in Japan. To this end, we compared the prediction performance of the fol-
lowing six prediction models, where Model C is intended to be a standard ANN-based
prediction model, Model D is the proposed model using radar rainfall data, and Model F is
the proposed model with transfer learning.

A. MLP with the upstream measurement data and the water-level + rainfall data at the
prediction location (i.e., Hiwatashi).

B. LSTM with the upstream measurement data and the water-level + rainfall data at the
prediction location.

C. CNN+LSTM with the radar rainfall data, the upstream measurement data, and
the water-level + rainfall data at the prediction location.

D. CNN+LSTM with the radar rainfall data and the water-level data at the prediction location.
E. CNN+LSTM with the radar rainfall data, the water-level data at the prediction loca-

tion, and the flow–distance matrix.
F. CNN+LSTM, incorporating transfer learning with the radar rainfall data, water-level

data at the prediction location, and the flow–distance matrix.
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Only prediction Model F uses transfer learning, while the other models do not. Note also
that Models A–C use upstream observatories’ measurement data, while Models D–F do not.

In the evaluation, the prediction models were trained using values up to 11 h be-
fore the reference time for prediction and predicted 1 to 12 h after the reference time.
Leave-one-out cross-validation was applied for evaluations, and three criteria were used
to evaluate the accuracy of our model: the mean squared error (MSE), Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency (NSE) [53], and Kling–Gupta efficiency (KGE) [54]. MSE, NSE, and KGE are
shown in Equations (9)–(11), respectively.

MSE =
1
n

n

∑
i = 1

(Qoi − Qsi)
2, (9)

NSE = 1 − ∑n
i = 1(Qoi − Qsi)

2

∑n
i = 1(Qoi − µo)2 , (10)

KGE = 1 −
√
(r − 1)2 + (β − 1)2 + (α − 1)2, (11)

where Qoi and Qsi are the i-th measurement and prediction values, respectively; r is
the Pearson correlation coefficien; β is the bias term defined as µs

µo
; α is a variability term

defined as σs
σo

; µo and µs are the averages of the measurement and prediction values,
respectively; and σo and σs are the standard deviations of the measurement and prediction
values, respectively.

3.3. Parameter Selection

We performed a preliminary evaluation to select the best parameter values for each
model (A–F) to fairly compare the ability of the models and the data sources. For Model A,
which is based on MLP, ReLU is used as the activation function, and a five-layer net-
work consisting of an input layer, three hidden layers, and an output layer is built with
the dropout layer located after each of those five layers. Table 3 shows the attempted com-
binations of the number of dimensions of the MLP’s hidden layers for Model A. Dropout
parameters of 0.1 and 0.3 were tested for each of the combinations. We predicted water
levels with all combinations of the hidden-layer dimensions and the dropout probabilities
and searched for the parameter values that provide the best prediction accuracy.

For Models B–F, which use LSTM, 100 and 500 hidden units were tested. Only
for Model B, the prediction accuracy was compared with that of one, two, and four LSTM
layers, where dropout was set to 0.3 for the two- and four-layer cases. Other parameters
used for Models A–E are shown in Table 4. The parameters for the CNN in Models C–E
were the same as those described in Table 2, except that the number of filters in Models C
and D was set to six. The parameters of Model F are described in Section 2.6.

The best performance parameters for Models A–F according to our preliminary evalu-
ation are shown in Table 5. For Model B, the best number of LSTM layers was two layers.
Those parameter values were used for the evaluation described in the subsequent sections.

Table 3. Combination of the number of dimensions of the MLP’s hidden layers for Model A.

Combinations of Dimensions

50-30-10
100-50-20

150-100-50
500-300-100
800-400-200
1000-500-100

2000-1000-500
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Table 4. Parameter settings for Models A–E.

Parameter Value

Learning Rate Adam [51] (initial value: 0.0001)
Num. of Epochs Early Stopping (patience: 50)

Loss Func. Mean Square Error (MSE)
Batch Size 90

Library PyTorch

Table 5. The attributes and the best performance parameters of the models.

Model Transfer Flow–Dist. Radar Upstream Dimensions Drop-Out
Learning Matrix Rainfall Data Probability

A. MLP no no no yes 50-30-10 0.1
B. LSTM no no no yes 100 0.3
C. CNN+LSTM no no yes yes 100 -
D. CNN+LSTM no no yes no 100 -
E. CNN+LSTM no yes yes no 100 -
F. CNN+LSTM yes yes yes no 500 -

3.4. Performance in Pre-Training

Figure 10 shows the error in MSE in the pre-training of the proposed prediction model
(F) for forecasting from 1 to 12 h ahead, where the horizontal axis indicates the prediction
time and the vertical axis indicates the MSE, which corresponds to the loss-function values
in the training. Figure 10 shows that the MSE of the pre-training is sufficiently small
and that the weights of the prediction model were learned with sufficient accuracy using
the pre-training data. The 105 periods of water-level measurements used for pre-training
are from a wide range of Japanese rivers during inundation, as shown in Figure 3. By
incorporating the flow–distance matrix, differences among river basins could be absorbed
in the pre-training process.
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Figure 10. Loss-function values in pre-training.

3.5. Performance of the Proposed Method

Figure 11 shows the averaged MSEs, NSEs, and KGEs for each model in forecasting
from 1 to 12 h ahead. Because of the large differences in trends, two types of comparisons
are presented: the average prediction performance for the top-four peak-water-level periods
shown in Figure11a,c,e and for the average of all 13 periods in Figure 11b,d,f. Note that
Models A–C, with which we intend to represent conventional methods, use upstream
measurements, and Models D–F do not. In particular, only prediction model F incorporates
transfer learning with the flow–distance matrix proposed in this study.
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(a) MSE: top-4 prediction.
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(b) MSE: all 13-period prediction.
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(c) NSE: top-4 prediction. (d) NSE: all 13-period prediction.
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Figure 11. The average prediction accuracy.

Figure 11a,c,e, for the top-four periods in peak water-level height, show that Model
D, which does not use transfer learning and uses radar rainfall data instead of upstream
measurements, has a reasonable level of accuracy, although its accuracy drops a little
in the 1 to 4 h prediction. Model F, which also does not use upstream measurements but
uses transfer learning, improves the accuracy of predictions 1–4 h ahead and can maintain
a similar level of accuracy as Model C, which uses upstream measurements. On the other
hand, Figure 11b,d,f, for the all 13-period water-level prediction results, show different
trends. Models C and D, which use radar rainfall, reduced their performance, and simpler
models i.e., Models A and B, based on upstream measurements, performed better. This is
because Models C and D, using radar rainfall, tend to overestimate water levels and worked
better, particularly for higher-peak cases.

In contrast, Model F, incorporating both the flow–distance matrix and transfer learning,
showed good prediction accuracy in both the top-4 and all 13-period cases, although
the KGE of the top-4 case is slightly degraded, as shown in Figure 11e. This indicates
that the use of the flow–distance matrix for transfer learning is effective in improving
the accuracy and the stability of prediction performance.

Next, we examine the effect of upstream water-level measurements using hydrographs.
Figure 12 shows a hydrograph of the 6 h forecast for the period with the highest peak
water level. Figure 12a is the hydrograph of Model C using upstream measurements, and
Figure 12b is that of Model F using transfer learning without upstream measurements,
where the horizontal axis represents the elapsed time during the period (5 days), and
the vertical axis represents the water level in meters. As shown in Figure 11, Model C
is slightly more accurate, but this is attributed to the fact that Model C’s predictions are
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generally higher than those of Model F. Therefore, although Model F is not as accurate
as Model C in the highest water-level part, it is sufficiently accurate in the first peak.
The hydrograph shows that Model F can also track water-level changes with reasonably
high accuracy.

We further examine the effect of transfer learning on prediction accuracy.
Figure 13a–c are the hydrographs of Model D in the 3 h forecast for the top-four peak
water-level periods, respectively, and Figure 13d–f are those of Model F. Remember that
Model F is more accurate than Model D in the 3-h forecast, as shown in Figure 11. This is
because, as shown in Figure 13, Model D predicts higher water levels in some sections,
and Model F exhibits a smoother and more accurate predictive trend. This means that
the pre-training incorporating the flow–distance matrix effectively improves the accuracy
of short-time forecasts by correcting the turbulence in the details of the predictions.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Hydrographs for the highest-peak periods. (a) Model C with upstream measurements;
(b) Model F incorporating transfer learning without using upstream measurements.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 13. Hydrographs of Models D and F for 3 h ahead forecast. (a) The highest-peak periods with
Model D (without transfer learning). (b) The second highest-peak periods with Model D (without
transfer learning). (c) The third highest-peak periods with Model D (without transfer learning).
(d) The highest-peak periods with Model F (with transfer learning). (e) The second highest-peak
periods with Model F (with transfer learning). (f) The third highest-peak periods with Model F (with
transfer learning).
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3.6. The Effect of Data Shortage

We evaluated the effect of transfer learning by reducing the amount of training data
at the prediction point. Specifically, we retrieved top-4 and top-7 peak water-level peri-
ods from the 13 periods used in the evaluation and compared the performance through
leave-one-out cross-validation (i.e., each uses 3-, 6-, and 12-period data for training). To
conduct a fair comparison, however, we compared the prediction performance for the same
set of periods; the averages of the top-four peak cases are presented. Figure 14 shows
the comparison results between Models D and F, i.e., between models with and without
transfer learning. Remember that the prediction accuracy of Models D and F was close
in the corresponding top-four cases shown in Figure 11a. In contrast, Model D rapidly de-
creased in accuracy as the number of training periods decreased, while Model F maintained
the level of prediction accuracy for any number of periods. The results show that even when
the amount of water-level measurement data at the prediction point is small, introducing data
from other rivers through transfer learning enables more accurate water-level prediction.

(a) MSE: Model D (without transfer learning) (b) MSE: Model F (with transfer learning)

(c) NSE: Model D (without transfer learning) (d) NSE: Model F (with transfer learning)

(e) KGE: Model D (without transfer learning) (f) KGE: Model F (with transfer learning)

Figure 14. Prediction accuracy of Models D and F with various numbers of training periods.

Next, we compared models D and F with their hydrographs. The hydrographs
of the 1-h forecast for the periods with the third and fifth highest-peak water levels are
shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. It can be seen that Model D, which does not
use transfer learning, tends to overshoot the predicted water level, while Model F, which
uses transfer learning, corrects this tendency and improves the accuracy of the predictions.
This also confirms that transfer learning is effective in improving prediction accuracy by
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correcting minor errors and fluctuations even when the amount of training data at the pre-
diction point is small.

(a) Model D (without transfer learning) (b) Model F (with transfer learning)

Figure 15. Hydrographs for 1 h ahead forecast (3rd highest period case).

(a) Model D (without transfer learning) (b) Model F (with transfer learning)

Figure 16. Hydrographs for 1 h ahead forecast (5th highest period case).

4. Discussion

The evaluation results show that transfer learning using the flow–distance matrix
effectively improves prediction accuracy even when inundation water-level measurement
data at the prediction point are scarce. Model F, which incorporates transfer learning
without using upstream measurements, achieved a comparable accuracy in water-level
forecasting to that of Model C, the conventional CNN-LSTM-based model using upstream
measurements. This demonstrates that the proposed transfer learning model that does not
require upstream measurements can potentially expand the coverage of rivers to which
water level predictions can be applied to mitigate losses due to inundation. There are lots
of small and medium-size rivers that do not have upstream observatories, which may
cause inundation all over the world. This model, which requires only a few inundation
water-level measurements at forecast points, could open the door to developing feasible
disaster countermeasures for small- and medium-river inundation.

We see that the flow–distance matrix plays an important role in transfer learning
and in predicting river-water levels. Figure 17a shows the values of the loss function
in the pre-training of Model F when the flow-distance matrix is excluded from the pre-
training input, indicating that excluding the flow–distance matrix in the transfer learning
process significantly reduces performance. Figure 17b–d compare the accuracy of water-
level predictions with and without the flow–distance matrix, again showing a significant
reduction in performance without the flow–distance matrix. Based on those results, we
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conclude that the flow–distance matrix is key information for successful transfer learning
in river water-level prediction.
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Figure 17. The effect of the flow–distance matrix in transfer learning.

One might think that predictions would be unreliable because of the fluctuation
in predicted water levels even in Model F when looking at the hydrographs shown in
Figures 15 and 16. This fluctuation in water level is considered to be due to the small amount
of input data at the prediction points. However, recall that introducing transfer learning
reduced fluctuations and improved accuracy. In other words, increasing the amount of pre-
training data improves the accuracy of water-level prediction. Therefore, further increasing
the pre-training data from other rivers would solve the problem and possibly improve
the accuracy.

In order to mitigate flood damage caused by torrential rains, it is important to ac-
curately predict river levels several hours ahead and issue evacuation advisories at the
appropriate time. In many cases, especially for the elderly and disabled, it takes a consid-
erable amount of time to evacuate. Currently, many rivers are at risk of flooding but do
not have water-level measurement facilities. Installing even simple water-level sensors
may enable the prediction of flooding several hours in advance. While further improve-
ments in models and prediction methods are necessary, there are practical advantages
to introducing transfer learning to river water-level forecasting.

It must be kept in mind that this study deals only with the high-water-level cases,
although for practical use, it is necessary to provide predictions for the low- and medium-
water-level cases as well; people will demand predicted water-level values whenever
it rains hard, regardless of whether the water level will be high or low. This will raise
the practical challenge of creating a training dataset including variations in water levels
while avoiding the imbalance effect of deep learning, i.e., we must create a training dataset
by carefully choosing appropriate periods of high, middle, low, and even no elevation
in water levels so that the amount of data is not biased by water levels. However, if we only
need to distinguish the high-water-level cases from others to issue evacuation advisories,
expanding our work by augmenting several middle- or low-water-level cases to cover
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a wider range of water levels is enough. This will not be so difficult, because, as shown
in Figure 11, our Model F achieved high-accuracy predictions in all cases, with the peak
water level ranging from 5.4 to 9.2 m. Training practical models by creating application-
specific training datasets is an important future task.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we attempted to predict water levels, anticipating river flooding using
radar rainfall data instead of upstream measurement data. Due to climate change, the risk
of flooding from torrential rains is increasing, and accurate river water-level forecasting
is becoming increasingly important in order to issue evacuation advisories at the proper
time. However, the state-of-the-art prediction models require measurements of upstream
stations and rich inundation data at the prediction location. To overcome these difficulties,
a deep learning model based on a CNN-LSTM structure incorporating transfer learning
with the flow–distance matrix was constructed. The CNN-LSTM structure contributes
to the utilization of radar rainfall data instead of upstream measurements, and transfer
learning reduces the required amount of inundation data at the prediction location.

The evaluation results obtained using inundation data in Japan showed that the presented
model can predict water levels several hours ahead with high accuracy using only radar
rainfall data and water-level data at the prediction point without using data from upstream
stations, with values of NSE = 0.86 and KGE = 0.83, which is comparable to the performance
of NSE = 0.84 and KGE = 0.83 of the conventional deep-learning model using upstream station
data. Our results also showed that by incorporating the flow–distance matrix, the performance
of the transfer learning model with 105 pre-trained data from other rivers was hardly reduced
(NSE = 0.82, KGE = 0.82), even when the inundation periods in the training data for the target
river were reduced from 12 to 3. These results are significant in that they demonstrate that
it is possible to predict river levels even without upstream stations and without abundant
data at the target sites, opening the possibility of reducing losses due to flooding in small and
medium-size rivers, even without a hydrological station installed.

In future work, improving the prediction accuracy using more inundation data
from various rivers in pre-training and evaluating the transfer learning model for rivers
of various sizes and characteristics would be interesting for practical use worldwide. One
limitation of our method is that it requires proper pre-training data, i.e., water-level data
from other rivers with similar characteristics to those of the target river. Developing an effi-
cient method for identifying suitable rivers for pre-training in transfer learning and creating
a general pre-training dataset that can be used to predict water levels for any river and
valuable future challenges.
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